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Once available only online and in select Whole Foods locations in California, NAKED 
infusions organic gourmet salsa is now on sale in stores across America. The NAKED 
infusions line of infused salsa features fresh, clean taste and organic ingredients. Aside 
from three varieties of Signature Ripe Tomato with varying levels of heat, the line 
includes unusual, creative combinations, such as Rustic Blue Cheese, Fire Roasted 
Garlic, California Burnt Sage, Black Silk Espresso and Oaxaca White Chocolate. 
 
NAKED infusions products are now on shelves in 33 states in natural food stores from 
Maine to Michigan and beyond. Store locations include: Sprouts in California; Central 
Market in Texas; Chamberlin’s Natural Foods in Florida; Akins Natural Food Market in 
Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and Oklahoma; Good Health Natural Foods in 
Massachusetts; and Whole Foods in Arizona, Hawaii, Nevada.  
 
A full, regularly updated list of stores that carry NAKED infusions salsa is available on 
the company’s website. Chips are available online and in select stores. 
 
NAKED infusions salsa is gluten-free and contains no genetically modified ingredients. It 
is 100% organic with no sugar, no vinegar and no onions. Founder Selene Kepila omits 
these ingredients from her salsa recipe to achieve a fresher flavor, but this also makes 
NAKED infusions salsa healthier than other salsas, and safe for customers with food 
sensitivities. 
 
The fresh, clean flavor of NAKED infusions organic gourmet salsa is inspired by Kepila’s 
upbringing on a Kansas farm: “I grew up knowing how much better food tastes when it’s 
really fresh. I never thought about how healthy it was – I only knew how good it tasted. 
Once I started caring about health, I knew I didn’t have to compromise on taste.” She 
spent two years recreating the flavorful salsa of her youth, and then created several 
combinations inspired by her world travels. 
 
With NAKED infusions, Kepila has proven that it’s possible to get fresh tasting salsa 
from a jar. She looks forward to bringing convenient, organic gourmet salsa to more 
customers across the US. “People deserve fresh-tasting salsa without having to make it 
themselves, or buy it fresh and then worry about it spoiling before they finish it.” 
 
She doesn’t shy away from heat. Although some customers prefer the Mild and Medium 
varieties, NAKED infusions Extra Hot Signature Ripe Tomato has been described as, 
“being slapped with the Scoville scale.” Fans of truly hot salsa have been pleased, 
attesting that “the heat really holds up.” The infused flavors are made with Medium 
Signature Ripe Tomato to keep the heat from completely overpowering the other 
ingredients. 
 
The smoothness of NAKED infusions gourmet salsa makes it perfect to use in recipes 
for appetizers, main courses and even cocktails. The company’s recipe book is available 
on request. Notable recipes include dips, soups, several variations on the Bloody Mary, 
and Italian/Tex-Mex fusion dishes like lasagna and eggplant made with NAKED 



infusions salsa instead of marinara. Several food bloggers have developed their own 
recipes using NAKED infusions gourmet salsa. 
 
NAKED infusions salsa is available in 16-ounce jars, and 4-ounce mini-jars. NAKED 
infusions organic corn chips are also now available in select stores. All NAKED infusions 
products are available online with free shipping. 


